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A tribute to Jim
Galbraith, Chief
Executive from
2017 - 2021
Has anyone heard from Jim?” It was this
question, probably the first time it was ever
aired in the history of Scottish Friendly, that
gave the first indications that something
was terribly wrong on the morning of the
7th April 2021.
Not hearing from Jim just didn’t happen.
Jim always got back to you. Whether on
teams, WhatsApp, messenger, email,
or a phone call, he would always reply.
Something was amiss.
Jim Galbraith was born to Margaret and
Nelson, brother to Ian and Sheila. He
attended Greenock Academy and then
went on to study actuarial mathematics
and statistics at Heriot Watt University.
Naturally, he went on to graduate with
a first class honours degree in 1984 and
qualified as a Fellow of the Faculty of
Actuaries just two years later. He then
went on to complete an MBA at Warwick
University.
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But for many of us who worked with him
over his 30 years at Scottish Friendly, it was
his time in this organisation that Jim made
his biggest and lasting professional mark.
From the very start he was a dominant
presence within Scottish Friendly, working
alongside his friend and colleague Fiona
McBain as Deputy CEO before taking over
as CEO in 2017. Throughout Jim’s time,
the ‘City of Glasgow Friendly Society’, a
relatively small regional mutual on the West
Coast of Scotland, was transformed into the
‘Scottish Friendly Group’, now one of the
leading mutuals in the UK and the largest
mutual life office in Scotland.
Jim’s personal touch and personality
permeated right throughout the
organisation, with a vision that committed
the group to being for everyone,
regardless of wealth and any previous
financial experience. The effect of Jim’s
guidance was tangible, resulting in record
sales of £46.9 million APE, over 775,000
members and £5.4 billion of assets under
management in 2021. The growth of the
Group under his leadership culminated in
Jim being awarded Director of the Year
2020 from the Institute of Directors – Large
Business (Scotland).
His leadership was very personal, a quality
to which colleagues, delegates, and peers
would all attest, combined with the ability to
adapt his approach to everyone he met.
As an actuary, Jim was, unsurprisingly,
an introvert. However, in his interactions
with others, this was not an obvious
characteristic. He took his time to listen,
to understand, and to remember, and in
daily conversations this was apparent as he
always demonstrated a personal interest in
all colleagues.
Remarkably, all of this was a learned
behaviour as he wasn’t someone to allow
his introversion to get in the way of leading
and inspiring his colleagues. Most amusing
was his predilection for walking the floor of
the office, sometimes using the feeblest of
excuses (such as taking the most circuitous
route to the secure recycling bin at the back
of the office with a batch of blank paper)
just so he could talk and listen to as many
colleagues as possible.

Learned behaviour or not, Jim possessed
a razor-sharp wit. He loved to poke fun at
his peers, especially in front of younger
members of staff, helping to create a
comfortable and relaxed atmosphere
around him. And whilst his material was
often repetitive, recycled and frankly awful
he would deliver it with the enthusiasm of
a giddy schoolchild. But make no mistake
Jim was no soft touch; while he could light
up the room with that smile or infectious
laugh, he could equally silence you with a
look.
This was a mark of the man that few
colleagues ever encountered. He was
invariably the wisest person in the room,
however he would never let the power of
his intellect suffocate others, preferring to
nudge, coach and guide everyone to the
right answer.
He left Scottish Friendly a robust, strong
and transformed organisation with a
clear vision and purpose. As you would
have expected, he had planned for every
eventuality including his succession,
meaning the business was rapidly able to
adapt to his sudden passing. Despite the
atmosphere of shock and grief, everyone
in Scottish Friendly could still feel his
presence and hear his words being gently
whispered in our ears; “take all the time
you need”. Therefore, after a brief pause,
sleeves were rolled up and the focus
returned to where Jim would always want it
- doing right by our members, their families
and the wider community and making him
proud.
In recognition of his lasting legacy and
impact, our head office, 16 Blythswood
Square has recently been renamed
Galbraith House, a place where we can all
strive to live up to an impeccable record of
service and dedication.
“Has anyone heard from Jim?”
At Scottish Friendly, we still hear you Jim,
and we will continue to live by your legacy.
We hear your voice and take inspiration
from it, and we are all better for having
known you.
A kind, gentle and wise leader. And a dear
and sorely missed friend.
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